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Ulterior Motives In Decoloniality

This week, we visited the Tropenmuseum and listened to two lecturers. Ingrid Jacobs, a
culture & history writer and researcher, focused on the history and motivations behind looted art;
she educated our class on the transportation of precious art to safer areas as tensions increased
during the “phony war.” She explained the differences between looted art and fight assets. While
looted art describes artwork that was stolen by the Nazis, flight assets represent art that was sold
to neutral countries in exchange for money or citizenship. Next, Martijn de Ruijter,  Senior
Conservator at the National Museum of World Cultures Foundation, Martijn de Ruijter,
described the actions the Tropenmuseum takes to own responsibility for the ways in which the
museum practices colonialism and benefited from colonialism. We learned that the
Tropenmuseum obtains looted art from non-western cultures but they have taken further steps to
understand and respect the cultures’ art that they display. An example of this is the
Surinamese-Creole headscarf that was on display at the Tropenmuseum. After a Surinamese
woman spoke to some of the employees at the
Tropenmuseum, they learned that this headscarf
has multiple meanings when tied or untied. When

tied around one’s
head, it’s  a sign of
respect while when
the headscarf is not
tied, it signifies
disrespect. This
minor change
strongly influences
the headscarf’s
message.
Furthermore, Martijn

de Ruijter described the complexity in exhibiting
artwork that includes human remains. Indeed,
artwork derived from human remains should be
treated with a different degree of care compared to artwork without human tissue. Yet, de Ruijter
explained the difficulties of knowing how to most appropriately display sensitive objects. This
demonstrates how important it is for museums to do research about the objects they are



displaying, and have face-to-face conversations with someone from the artwork’s culture that the
museum chooses to exhibit.

This problem of misrepresentation is also discussed in the text, Practicing Decoloniality
in Museums, by Csilla E. Ariese and Magdalena Wróblewska. When discussing the current
museum decolonization movement, they add that “It is more about social justice and a voice
being granted to those who were represented by others but had no means to present their own
points of view” (Ariese and Wróblewska 23). Although this contradicts the actions of the
Tropenmuseum, it highlights the inconsistencies in museums’ intentions with decolonization.
After reading Practicing Decoloniality in Museums and watching both lectures, it’s evident that
some museums prioritize their reputation and goal to be deemed “politically correct” yet their
motivations are skewed. In these cases, the museums don’t work with individuals of the
artificat’s culture; ultimately not letting them have any say in how their artifacts are exhibited or
if they should even be displayed at all. These motivations of decoloniality were seen in the
Tropenmuseum. One exhibition displayed two cases of art from non-western cultures and printed
on the walls were descriptions of the artwork. However, the major detail that was missing was
the description of the artifacts. While it is progress to see an attempt of increased transparency on
the problematic practices used to obtain the objects, this narrative still omits the purpose of the
object and the story it told. It is clear that improvement is crucial in order to accurately represent
and show respect for certain communities that are exhibited in museums.


